Your journey begins here
Dear adventurer, this is the registration form for your trip to South Georgia Islands
Please read the whole form (including the TERMS OF SERVICE section), fill the
spaces, attach a copy of the passport, including the validation page and send it to
us by email.
Traveler#1

Traveler#2

First name as appears in
passport
Last Name in English as appears
in passport
Date of Birth
Sex
Passport number
Date of issue of passport
Date of expiration of passport
Phone
Home addresses
Next of kin: in case of
emergency: name and phone
Vegetarian?
Ordering client information

You can leave this empty if details are the same as in
Traveler#1 above

First name as appears in
passport
Last Name in English as appears
in passport
Passport / ID number
Phone
Home addresses

Phototeva LTD. Ha Yetzeria 26 Ramat Gan, Israel
/https://www.phototeva.com | info@phototeva.co.il

Room Description

choice

Cost

The availability of all rooms is subject to
photocopy approval only when returning
.the form. the number of seats is limited

10900$

Cabin with sitting area and porthole

13800$
As twin
room
Cabin with sitting area and balcony

22900$
As single
room

14800$

16900$

24900$

Cabin with sitting area and balcony

Suite with sitting room, balcony and
bedroom area

Two-room suite with sitting room, balcony,
and bedroom
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Type of Room

includes

15 days and 14 nights aboard the Magellan Explorer
Full board: Buffet breakfast and daily lunch on board. Dinner
served
Photography instruction for those interested, including
fascinating lectures and image reviewing
Geographical guidance, guided field trips on the beaches,
lectures
All taxes, licenses and fees in the South Georgia and Falkland
Islands
A comprehensive preparatory meeting
International flights and ground services before and after the

does not include

trip as specified in the plan.
Tips for ship service providers.
Personal expenses: laundry, telephones, alcoholic and soft
drinks not included in meals.
Insurance of all kinds. Entry visa if required.
.Anything that does not appear in the "inclusive" section
Program

As attached in the appendix to this form

Payment:

Bank transfer

20% upon registration and the balance
can be distributed up to 12 payments to
payers by the end of February 2022.
Credit card with 3% commission (not including
American Express)

Phototeva LTD.Address : Ha Yetzira 26 Ramat Gan Israel
Bank: Beneficiary: Phototeva LTD
Account number: 210210 BRANCH: 537
Bank: Poalim IBAN: IL410125370000000210210
SWIFT: POALILIT
Bank Address: Abba eilel 12 Ramat Gan. Israel

Cancellation

Cancellation without cancellation fee with full refund until

We strongly recommend purchasing insurance
when booking that can cover you in the event of
an unexpected cancellation.

June 01 2022
Cancellation until 1.9.22 - 40% cancellation fee.
Cancellation until 1.12.22 - 60% cancellation fee
Cancellation until 1.2.23 - 80% cancellation fee
Cancellation after 1.2.23 will not result in a refund
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Medical and Travel Insurance: You must purchase a comprehensive and extended insurance
policy that covers all the activities during the trip (including winter sports and air medical
services). This includes: personal insurance, baggage insurance, full adventure travel
insurance, including medical evacuation from remote and dangerous areas and subsequent
treatment in Israel, as well as trip cancellation insurance. To be clear, Phototeva does not
insure or provide insurance coverage for participants. Participants must purchase full
insurance coverage for all the regular and extreme activities expected on the expedition,
including accident and medical insurance. Participants are responsible for purchasing the
required insurance policy. In addition, the insurance issue of this tour is regulated by the
cruise operator and any claim on this issue will be addressed directly to it.
Medical Preparations: As with any trip, certain medical preparations are required, such as
vaccinations and medications. It is the sole responsibility of the travelers to receive the
information and prepare for these preparations (Phototeva is prevented from giving any
personal medical recommendation).
The local authorities in might ask you to provide a negative COVID-19 test as requirement to
enter the Chile. It is also the responsibility of t0he travelers to verify the conditions of entry
into Chile (according to their nationality) and to take care of arranging all the required
documents. Phototeva will not be liable for refusal of entry for one reason or another.
The weight limit is 20 kg per person, due to the size of the aircraft and safety restrictions. At
the landing pad before / after the flight, there will be a 2-kilometer walk on a flat ground
route with the luggage (in exceptional cases, an ATV ride can be booked with prior approval)
As expected in an extreme expedition to one of the coldest, and most isolated areas in the
world, this trip poses clear risks that could result in injury or even worst.
As with any trip, especially when it comes to extreme activities where there is a risk, there
are dangers along the way: extreme weather, poor infrastructure, dangerous animals and
also dangers that can occur in unexpected places and times. As you can expect on a trip to
one of the coldest, and most isolated places in the world - it is a journey that can be
dangerous, lead to injuries and even worse. It is important to be aware of these dangers. It is
the responsibility of the travelers to make sure that they have received all the information
they need before setting out on the trip.
The expedition includes various extreme activities such as, but not limited to Zodiac boat
rides, ice and snow walking, close proximity to wild animals, sailing through extreme weather
and so on. The participants must be physically healthy and mentally stable in order to deal
with potential mishaps, extreme weather and problems that arise along the way. It is
imperative that they listen to the guides and drive according to their instructions. By joining
this Phototeva expedition, the participant hereby declares that he/she understands the
nature of the activities and the potential dangers of the expedition and is medically fit. If the
participant has a medical problem that may hinder or prevent his/her participation in the
various activities of the expedition, it is their responsibility to notify the company and the
guide before embarking on the journey. In some cases, the participant will have to present a
note from his/her doctor in order to participate in the expedition. Without this note, the
participant will not be allowed to join the expedition.
Due to weather and / or safety constraints, the flight to Antarctica or Antarctica may be
delayed for several days. Travelers confirm that they are aware of the fact that no refund will
be allowed for these days. In addition, Phototeva will do everything in its power to carry out
the journey as it prepares. However, there may be changes in the plan and / or the dates of
the trip due to things over which the photo has no control. Including, but not limited to,
weather, technical faults, border or port closures, etc.
The expedition is contingent on a minimum number of participants. In rare occasions, the
guide may be replaced before the start of the expedition.
Travelers are aware that the crew will take photos during the cruise. Photos in which the
travelers may be visible in them. By joining this trip, travelers confirm to use these photos for
marketing purposes.
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Nature is wild and unpredictable, so there is no way to guarantee the animals’ behavior and
proximity or even ensure sightings at all. The crew of the ship will make the final decision
regarding the route of the voyage and the order and content of the activities, keeping
passenger safety as their top priority.

I, the undersigned ("the Participant" and/or the "Traveler") hereby guarantee to
compensate Phototeva Ltd. [Bn. 514883289] for the trip, as specified above in this order
confirmation and its appendixes (AGREEMENT AND TERMS OF SERVICE ORDER) and in
accordance with the terms of the reservation and the agreement given to me which I have
read carefully and approved, including all the terms and conditions specified therein. I shall
not claim that I (the Participant) and/or any of the other participants has not read them
and/or not accepted them. In case of dispute, it will be brought and discussed in the court of
Tel-Aviv Jaffa. I hereby confirm that my medical condition allows me to participate in the
trip.
I hereby acknowledge the above information and confirm the transaction of the above
payment.
Full name: _________________________
Date: _____________________________

Signature: _________________________
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